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Predicting the Presence of Non-O157 Shiga Toxin-Producing
Escherichia coli in Ground Beef by Using Molecular Tests for Shiga
Toxins, Intimin, and O Serogroups

Joseph M. Bosilevaca and Mohammad Koohmaraieb,c

USDA, ARS, U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, Nebraska, USAa; IEH Laboratories and Consulting Group, Lake Forest Park, Washington, USAb; and College of
Food and Agriculture, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabiac

When 3,972 ground beef enrichments with 6 confirmed to contain a non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing intimin-positive Esche-
richia coli isolate were tested for Shiga toxin, intimin, and O group (O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145) genes, 183 poten-
tial positives and only 2 of the 6 confirmed positives were identified.

More than 70 different serotypes of Shiga toxin-producing
Escherichia coli (STEC) have been described that cause dis-

ease in humans (4). Illnesses range from mild diarrhea to bloody
diarrhea to hemorrhagic colitis (HC) and hemolytic-uremic syn-
drome (HUS). E. coli O157:H7 is the STEC most often associated
with the most severe forms of disease (4, 17, 19) and is referred to
as an enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC). Numerous non-O157
EHEC types have also been linked to similar illnesses and out-
breaks of disease (4, 14). Six serogroups, or O groups (O26, O111,
O103, O121, O45, and O145), have been described by the CDC as
the cause of 71% of non-O157 EHEC disease (4) and have collo-
quially become known as the “top (or big) 6 STEC.” It is estimated
that non-O157 EHEC may cause diarrhea at frequencies similar to
those of other enteric bacterial pathogens, such as Salmonella and
Shigella (18), while also producing infections that result in out-
breaks and HUS (4). In addition to Shiga toxin, EHEC also con-
tain an additional virulence factor, intimin, that allows EHEC to
adhere tightly to the host intestinal lining during infection (15).

Recently, the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
announced its intention to consider STEC strains of the six most
frequent serogroups to be adulterants in ground beef, materials
intended for ground beef production, and other nonintact beef
products (9). The FSIS plans to test for these adulterants using a
PCR protocol that initially targets the detection of Shiga toxin
genes, stx1 and/or stx2, and the intimin (eae) gene (20). Sample
enrichments identified as containing both stx and eae are then
tested for the six O groups (11, 20). A beef sample enrichment that
is positive for stx, eae, and an O group is considered a potential
positive. Potentially positive enrichments are subjected to immu-
nomagnetic separation (IMS) that specifically targets the suspect
O group (20). Once IMS products are grown on selective agar
plates and suspect colonies are observed that agglutinate appro-
priate latex reagents, the sample enrichments are classified as pre-
sumptively positive until a such a time that the colonies are con-
firmed by additional biochemical and PCR testing, at which point
they are considered confirmed positive.

The initial screening for stx, eae, and O group to identify sam-
ple enrichments that are potentially positive is the basis of many
commercial tests entering the market to meet the needs of beef
processors and testing laboratories. However, this method of
screening may identify a substantial number of potentially posi-
tive samples due to the simultaneous presence of multiple non-
EHEC E. coli that contain just one or two of the targets. Therefore,

to estimate the rate of potential positives, we turned to sample
enrichments from a recent study (3). In that study, 4,133 samples
of commercial ground beef had been collected throughout the
United States over a period of 2 years. An stx gene was identified in
24.3%, and an STEC isolate was obtained from 7.3% of the sample
enrichments (3). Further analysis of the STEC isolates found that
0.15% of the initial sample enrichments contained a non-O157
EHEC (3) that would now be considered an adulterant. We de-
scribe here the rates of prevalence of the O group targets identified
by PCR in those sample enrichments and, in conjunction with stx
and eae frequencies, the number of samples identified that would
be considered potential positives. Using the previously known
culture results, we assess the ability of this screening for stx, eae,
and an O group to accurately predict the presence of an adulterant
non-O157 EHEC.

Screening for Shiga toxin, intimin, and O group genes was
performed on DNA (n � 3,972) that had been previously pre-
pared from ground beef-tryptic soy broth (TSB) enrichments (3)
and stored at �70°C. Since some of the earliest DNA samples had
been in storage for up to 36 months, we first repeated the eae and
stx (stx1 and stx2) PCR screenings (3, 16) for this analysis. The
identities and numbers of samples that contained stx and eae were
compared to those previously reported (3) by using t tests in Prism
5 statistical analysis software (GraphPad, La Jolla CA), which
showed there were no significant differences in the levels of prev-
alence of stx and eae (P � 0.05) between the two data sets. Next, O
groups were identified using PCR conditions (16) and primers as
previously described that targeted the wzx and wzy genes in the
biosynthetic operons of O26 (7), O45 (6), O103 (13), O121 (12),
and O145 (10), and open reading frame (ORF) 3.4 of the E. coli
O111 rfb region (8).

The results of this analysis identified 1,684 (42.4%) sample
enrichments that contained one or more of the nine targets (Fig.
1). Four hundred fifteen (10.4%) of the enrichments contained
both eae and an stx gene. Twenty-five contained eae and stx1, 196
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contained eae and stx2, and 194 contained eae and both stx1 and
stx2. Although the presence of stx2 in E. coli O157:H7 has been
associated with more severe disease outcomes (5) the same cannot
be said of the non-O157 EHEC (4); therefore, the type of stx pres-
ent does not influence the identification of potentially positive
sample enrichments. The eae target was present in 400 enrich-
ments which did not contain stx, while stx1 and/or stx2 were pres-
ent in 544 enrichments which did not contain eae. Similar to our
previous study of these samples, where 41.5% of stx-positive sam-
ple were eae positive (3), 43.3% were found so here. The difference
in the prevalence values is due to the smaller number of sample
enrichments in this analysis, 3,972 instead of 4,133.

At least one of the six O group-specific markers was observed in
753 (19.0%) of the enrichments. Three hundred twenty-four
(8.2%) of the enrichments contained only O group markers. This
is an equal or greater number of enrichments containing the O
group than of enrichments containing stx and/or eae. The distri-
bution of the O groups in the enrichments (Table 1) showed that
O103 was the most frequent (7.7%), while O111 and O145 were
the least frequent (0.05% each). O groups O26, O45, and O121

were present in 5.5, 4.7, and 5.5% of the enrichments, respectively.
When samples that were stx positive, eae positive, or stx and eae
positive were compared, the rates of prevalence of the O group
markers increased to 107 (2.7%), 139 (3.5%), and 183 (4.6%),
respectively. The proportion of stx-positive samples also positive
for an O group marker was about half that of the samples positive
for stx and eae.

Multiple O groups were identified in 152 (3.9%) of all enrich-
ments tested. Thirty (0.8%) enrichments that did not contain stx
or eae were positive for multiple O group markers, while 122
(3.1%) of the enrichments positive for stx and/or eae had multiple
O group markers present (data not shown). One hundred twenty-
seven enrichments contained two O group markers, 21 enrich-
ments contained three O group markers, and four enrichments
contained four O group markers (O26, O45, O103, and O121).
Whereas 27 of the 127 enrichments that contained two O group
markers lacked both stx and eae, 3 of the 21 enrichments that
contained three O group markers lacked both stx and eae. Of the
four enrichments that contained 4 O groups, all four also con-
tained stx, while just two contained eae. The only O group not
observed in an enrichment that was multiply positive was O145.

A group of 183 enrichments was found to be positive for stx,
eae, and an O group. Forty-two STEC isolates were previously
obtained from this group (3), as well as 12 enteropathogenic E. coli
(EPEC) isolates that contained eae and lacked stx. Three of the
EPEC isolates were serogroup O26. In addition, other isolates
were found to contain stx, eae, and/or O group genes that would
have contributed to a potentially positive screen result for adul-
terant E. coli types in these enrichments. For example, among
STEC isolates of the top six serotypes, 11 were eae negative (3);
these STEC isolates were of serotypes O26:Hunt, O103:H2 and
H21, and O121:H7, H8, H16, and H19. All of the sample enrich-
ments from which these STEC isolates were obtained were PCR
positive for stx, but nine were also PCR positive for eae, presum-
ably from a different source. The presence of these various E. coli
isolates is probably the cause for many of the potentially positive
interpretations of sample enrichments from which no EHEC iso-
lates were obtained. It cannot be ruled out, however, that a non-
isolated EHEC was also present in the samples, because the cur-
rent PCR testing methods cannot distinguish whether the targets
are in one cell or multiple cells.

Only 2 of the 42 STEC isolates present in the 183 samples that
screened positive for stx, eae, and an O group were identified as
adulterant EHEC (Table 2). The presence of an O103:H2 EHEC
isolate and an O145:H28 EHEC isolate was accurately predicted
by the PCR screen. However, in the previous study, all stx-positive

FIG 1 Venn diagram of the relationship of gene targets predicting the pres-
ence of the top six adulterant EHEC types in ground beef enrichments (n �
3,972), where 1,684 samples were positive for one or more targets. stx1 and/or
stx2 (upper left) was present in 959 enrichments, eae (upper right) was present
in 815 enrichments, and one or more O groups (bottom) were present in 753
enrichments. Values represent the number of samples within each region or in
overlapping regions, with the percentage of the total number of samples in
parentheses.

TABLE 1 Distribution according to presence of stx and eae of non-O157 EHEC O groups based on PCR of commercial ground beef sample
enrichments

Genotypic characterization
of sample(s)

Total no. of
samples

Total no. (%) O
group positivea

No. (%) with O group:

O26 O45 O103 O111 O121 O145

All samples 3,972 753 (19.0) 218 (5.5) 186 (4.7) 306 (7.7) 2 (0.1) 220 (5.5) 2 (0.1)
stxb eae negative 2,613 324 (12.4) 74 (2.8) 90 (3.4) 112 (4.3) 1 (0.03) 79 (3.0) 1 (0.0)
stx only 544 107 (19.7) 24 (4.4) 28 (5.1) 49 (9.0) 0 (0.0) 37 (6.8) 0 (0.0)
eae only 400 139 (34.8) 46 (11.5) 34 (8.5) 61 (15.3) 1 (0.3) 33 (8.3) 0 (0.0)
stx eae 415 183 (44.1) 74 (17.8) 34 (8.2) 84 (20.2) 0 (0.0) 71 (17.1) 1 (0.2)
a Number of sample enrichments that had one or more O groups identified as present by PCR.
b stx characterization includes stx1 and stx2.
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enrichments were cultured regardless of the presence of eae, and
four adulterant EHEC strains were isolated from four enrich-
ments that lacked eae and any of the targeted O groups. Three
O103:H2 EHEC isolates were obtained from enrichments that
lacked either the eae or O103 screening targets. Furthermore, an
O26:H11 EHEC isolate that contained eae and stx1 was obtained
from an enrichment that only screened positive for stx2. There-
fore, although the screening for stx, eae, and O group markers to
identify potentially positive samples appears logical, in practical
use, it failed to identify two-thirds of the sample enrichments that
contained an adulterant non-O157 EHEC.

In three other cases, non-O157 EHEC isolates of O groups
other than O26, O45, O103, O111, O121, and O145 were isolated.
These non-O157 EHEC isolates were serotypes O117:Hunt, Ount:
H8, and Ount:H25 and, in addition to stx and eae, also contained
other virulence factors that correlate with EHEC disease (3, 5).
The screening tests correctly identified two enrichments as con-
taining stx and eae while failing to identify the third, in which eae
was not detected. Appropriately, the six O groups were not de-
tected in these three enrichments either. The isolates recovered
from these enrichments would not be considered adulterants
since they are not of the six most frequent O groups, but their
presence suggests that other potentially significant EHEC types
may go unrecognized.

There were unavoidable limitations to our PCR screening and
culture methods. Standard PCR was performed and the results
assessed on agarose gels; this system, while robust, may lack the
sensitivity of quantitative PCR methods, such as that in the FSIS
Microbiology Laboratory Guidebook (MLG) (20). The primers
used in our studies have all been described previously (6, 7, 8, 10,
12, 13, 16), and while they target the same genes as the FSIS MLG
primer set (20) and other commercially developed test methods,
they are not the same as those used in the other methods. The
primers we used may lack specificity or sensitivity to certain sub-
types of stx and/or eae compared to those in the most recent revi-
sion of the FSIS MLG non-O157 STEC protocol (20) or other,
commercial test methods. In addition, the DNA used in our stud-
ies was obtained by a boiling lysis method that may not have of-
fered the best template for optimal PCR amplification. It is possi-
ble, then, that the rates of prevalence of the targets presented here
may underestimate the true values.

Culture confirmation of PCR-positive enrichments is chal-
lenging. In our previous study, we noted that the rate at which an
STEC isolate was obtained in a ground beef sample enrichment
was not different if the enrichment had screened positive for stx1,

stx2, or stx1 and stx2 (3). Furthermore, fewer STEC isolates were
obtained from samples that had screened positive for the presence
of eae in addition to stx (22%) than from samples that were only
positive for stx (35%, 3). The isolation method used phenotypic
characteristics, such as hemolysis of blood agar, as a means of
identifying suspect colonies of STEC. Additional isolation meth-
ods that do not rely on colony phenotypes may identify additional
isolates, but in comparison studies, methods such as stx oligonu-
cleotide colony hybridization were not able to confirm more en-
richments than the phenotypic method used (2). The above-de-
scribed limitations can explain some of the inconsistencies
between the screening and culture results. Since culture isolation
had been performed on all sample enrichments that had screened
positive for the presence of stx1 and/or stx2, no culture informa-
tion is available for the enrichments that screened positive for eae
only, an O group only, or eae and an O group. It is suspected that
a number of EPEC strains would be identified in the eae-positive
groups.

In the group of sample enrichments examined here, it appears
that the most rapid order for narrowing the set down to the po-
tentially positive group with individual PCR tests would start by
targeting the O groups (n � 753), followed by stx (reducing the
number to 290) and then eae (reducing the number to 183). How-
ever, the FSIS MLG protocol and other commercial test kit meth-
ods that detect the presence of non-O157 STEC focus on either
initial detection of stx and eae and then by a secondary O group
detection or on antigenic O group capture followed by detection
of eae and then stx. The results presented here suggest that ap-
proaches similar to the latter, which initially target O groups, will
identify fewer samples for subsequent analysis than methods that
initially target eae and stx. Regardless of the approach taken, our
results suggest that not all adulterant STEC isolates may be de-
tected by screening for stx, eae, and O groups. In use, this approach
identifies a large number of potentially positive enrichments that
cannot be culturally confirmed. In our opinion, the current
method casts a wide net to capture few EHEC isolates, and alter-
native targets, such as virulence-associated genes (5) or EHEC-
specific single-nucleotide polymorphisms (1), may provide in-
creased predictive ability and decrease the number of potentially
positive enrichments that require confirmatory testing.
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